
Zahira Escaped To Victory With A 2-1 Win Over Peterites To 

Clinch The Prestigious Kotmale Chox Football Trophy 

 

It was one of the thrilling Football encounters with nobody could predict the winner till the final whistle blew by 

Referee Lakmal Weerakkody to seal the Zahira victory which will go to history as the first ever Schools football 

champions of  Kotmale Chox Football trophy. 

 

The game started with open and attacking 

football adopted by both coaches Isuru Perera 

of St Peters and M Roomy of Z`ahira to score the 

first blood then to maintain the lead. But both 

goal keepers and defenders played very crafty 

and managed to save the net resulting 0-0 at 

lemons. 

 

Soon after lemons St Peters added another 

attacking midfielder to support their fast space 

forward line and their regular goal scorer the main striker Isuru Sampath found the net through a pass by Akram to 

make it 1-0 for Peterites at the 54th minute of the game, The jubilant Peterite fans kept backing the team where St 

Peters took the advantage of the leading position creating 2 certain goal scoring moves in the next couple of 

minutes.  

 

But the experienced Zahira 

bounced back with a counter 

attack move from the centre 

position and A. Ahamed shot 

at the goal from 25 yards to 

beat the floating Peterite goal 

keeper who was not lucky 

enough to punch the heavy 

ball due to rain off but let it to 

the goal off his hands. So 

Zahira made it 1-1 at 66th 

minutes much to the 

celebrations of Thousands of 

thousands of Zahira fans 

packed in the stadium.  

 

The game became nobody’s property and one could confirm that this is one of the most entertaining football 

game they watched as both sides made some superb moves to keep fans on toes and excited. At the 87th minutes 

Zahira was awarded a foul kick midway in to the corner side and M. Faroze lobbed the ball in to the penalty spot 

and A. Ahamed managed to push it to the net leaving no chance to Peterite goal keeper to make it 2-1.  



 
The last 5 minutes saw Peterites attacking like bees buit with some fantastic work outs yet could not find the net 

and the final results were Zahira 2 and St Peters 1 at the Kotamle Chox Under 19 schools football championship 

conducted by Football Federation of Sri Lanka.  

 

One should congratulate both teams for playing clean and open football at this school level and Zahira for 

maintaining their House hold Brand Image for Football and Peterites who are not only the find of the season but 

also proved that they have taken Football the global game very seriously and sure to create history in the coming 

schools tournament.  

 

Football -The game was the winner in the evening and all credit should go to both schools and Kotmale Chox for 

their valuable partnership to enhance the school football to a different hype and to FFSL for a well conducted 

tournament. 

 

The Kotmale Chox Golden Boot for highest goal scorer was 

won by Maristonian K.Dilip Pieris for his 12 goals in the 

tournament and the The Kotmale Chox Most valuable player of 

the final was double goal scorer A, Ahamed carried away the 

Kotmale Chox Golden Ball award. 

 

 

 



The glittering ,Kotmale Chox Trophy which is 3 Feet height and 12 Kgs in weight was awarded to Zahira College by 

Mr Mohamed Imtiaz Abdul Wahid ,Managing Director, Cargills Ceylon PLC together with the Football Federation 

President Mr. Ranjith Rodrigo in the presence of Mr. Deva Weerasooriya Group Manager Engineering,Cargills PLC, 

Mr. Buddhisha Herath -Genaral Manager Marketing -KOTMALE Dairies Ltd,Mr. Thamal De Silva Senior Brand 

Manager -Kotmale Chox and General Secretary of FFSL Mr. Upali Hewage ,Chairman Marketing Committee Mr. 

Trevor Reckerman ,Rev Fr, Rector Fr. Tony Martin of St Peters and Mr.Trizviiy Marrikkar ,Principal of Zahira College 

gave away the other prizes. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



    


